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ABSTRACT
The aim of this work is to design and develop an interactive and 
real time expert system for the automation o f the design o f a heat transfer sub­
systems. Parameters affecting the overall design and system performance is stud­
ied in a greater detail e.g., configuration of the system design, design constraints, 
the communication model, and documentation of the design. During the automated 
design process, various subsystems are selected including the pumping system, the 
piping network, the heat exchange system. From the pool o f parameters, various 
sets o f plausible values are chosen for the design variables to satisfy the design 
constraints set by the various components of the power plant system.
Each set (representing the design configuration) is evaluated in 
terms of performance criteria(e.g., pressure drop across each component, capital 
costs, and operating costs o f the system) to obtain a plausible design of the power 
plant. The design and operational parameters for various components o f the power 
plant are optimized for a given level o f power output, using a numerical algorithm.
An expert tool, G2 developed by the Gensym Corporation is used in 
creating the application knowledge base. The application development mainly 
concentrates on the piping network, the heat exchanger system, and the pumping 
system. The optimal information obtained from the numerical algorithm for differ­
ent power outputs is in turn provided to the knowledge base. Thus, when the 
demand for the power output changes, the application will automatically access 
this information and make the necessary changes to the power plant components 
for optimized operation. The model application is designed such that, if  the moni­
tored values deviate from the allowed range, appropriate warning messages are 
generated, and if possible, actions are taken to avoid damaging consequences.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
1. INTRODUCTION
Engineering design is a complex and ill defined procedure. Design is a 
highly heuristic problem solving activity which involves problem definition, solu­
tion, engineering analysis, and optimization. Energy cost and environmental con­
cern are two factors which increase the uncertainty o f the problem.
Design o f a heat transfer subsystem within a power plant is a complex 
process, because o f large numbers of interrelated variables, e.g., the power output, 
and flow rate for the system. Usually the prime criterion for the selection o f the 
power plant type or the unit size is minimization o f cost (statuary requirement that 
the utility supply electric power to the consumer at the lowest practical cost). The 
power plants are capital intensive.The selection o f power plant components
l
2becomes an important criterion for the selection o f the power plant systems. The 
power plant comprises o f a turbine, pump, condenser, and a boiler, or a nuclear 
reactor depending upon the type o f power plant (i.e. a steam power plant or nuclear 
power plant respectively).
The design o f the pumping subsystem, the piping network and the cool­
ing subsystem comprise a large part o f the power plant system. Those designs in 
turn depend on a large number of interrelated variables and are contigent upon the 
numerous design constraints that affect the outcome.
The design objective is to produce a system that satisfies both determinis­
tic constraints such as power level, i.e., a small or large scale plant, the power out­
put o f the plant, the cost of the plant, and heuristic criteria such as reliability, 
safety, operability, maintainability, and environmental impact. The methodology of 
arriving at an optimal design is complex not only because of the analytical meth­
ods involved, but also because of the qualitative judgements that must be exploited 
to arrive at a plausible solution. Expert systems are suitable for the engineering 
design because they emulate the human designer expertise when programmed with 
appropriate rules.
The purpose o f this work is to develop a highly interactive knowledge 
base, to enable the user or the operator to input the available information, to obtain 
the cost o f the power plant system, and the specifications o f  the pumping, the pip­
ing network and the heat transfer system. During the design process the selection
3of the pumping systems, piping network, and the cooling systems, the heat 
exchange process is done. The choice o f the particular component or configuration 
is expressed in the form of rules. From the pool o f parameters, various set o f plau­
sible values are chosen for the design variables to satisfy the design constraints set 
by various components o f the power plant. Each set is evaluated in terms o f perfor­
mance criteria and cost value to obtain a plausible design for the heat transfer sub­
system.
1.1 Report O rganization
After introduction, Chapter 1 presents a review o f the literature on deci­
sion theory and engineering design. Emphasis is given to describing the processes 
in the development o f design objectives and constraints.
Chapter II presents the discussion on the design methodology, and the 
design Process, the factors affecting the system, and the constraints to the design 
such as the length o f tubes, the number of tubes, the area o f the reservoirs, etc. The 
design process is separated into two parts. First the analytical solution to the prob­
lem is discussed, then the numerical methodology, which is further divided into 
four different modules. The different modules are explained in detail and the flow  
chart of the algorithm is presented.
4Chapter III gives a brief discussion on the expert system, the knowledge 
base, the inference engine, the procedures and the rules.
Chapter IV describes the expert system shell (G2) the expert model, and 
the design and development o f the knowledge base.
Finally, Chapter V presents the results and conclusions o f the project, and 
recommendation for future work.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
According to Gero and Rosenman (1989), design is a creative human 
activity similar to language composition o f music and art, where as in language the 
aim is to produce an arrangement o f words to convey some meaning and in music 
the aim is to produce an arrangement of sounds in response to certain emotions, so 
also in design the aim is to produce a description o f the artifact which will exhibit 
the necessary attributes to carry out a given function.
Morse and Hendrickson (1990) in their paper “A communication model 
to aid knowledge-based design system s” presented a conceptual model for com­
munication in automated interactive design and demonstrate how a model can be 
employed as a knowledge engineering tool to facilitate the acquisition and organi­
zation o f domain expertise. Complex engineering design projects like power plant 
design represent a union o f problems which can be solved successfully through
5effective co-operation. The task involves numerous experts o f  differing disci­
plines. Individual design participants are narrowly focused and have only limited 
knowledge about the other disciplines, with which they interact continuously. D if­
fering perspectives among the individual experts represent a common source of 
conflict and introduces the need for global co-ordination to maintain consistency 
and to guide the engineering design in a direction consistent with the overall 
project objectives. It is emphasized that the diversification o f ideas can be reduced 
by the representation of design expert in the form of computer programs, which 
can be merged leading to the development o f knowledge-base system modules. 
This effective combination o f different task level modules can be integrated to cre­
ate an environment for the solution o f complex design problems.
The communication model identifies the participants o f the multidisci­
plinary model and justifies the relationships o f different modules o f the task. It 
channels the communication of the different participants. It then distributes the 
content o f communication among them. The model offers a dual benefit. To the 
domain expert, it provides the conceptual template which serves to define what 
information is relevant and essential for design automation. To the system builder, 
it provides an abstraction of nature and substance o f informational flow which is a 
must to develop an effective integrated design system. An organizational structure 
of communication is created where there is an arbiter, who with a sufficiently glo­
bal view resolves conflicts. Conflicts consequently arise because o f differing ideas
6and differing local interpretations o f the project goals, that can lead to deviation 
from the objectives o f the project.
The communication model to a great extent reduces the discrepancies in 
an engineering design. This model is suitable for environments with participants of 
multi-variable backgrounds. It provides an useful guideline for the aspects o f  
knowledge modeling, and system completeness.
Nassersharif et al. (1992), in their presentation “Artificial Intelligence 
research on design process ” discussed the potential use o f artificial intelligence 
techniques in design process. His emphasis has been in exploring design o f large 
scale systems for the industrial and defense use, and particularly on nuclear power 
plants. The system design process has six phases. The first phase is the establish­
ing the goal to the task. Then the requirements to the design process are explored. 
This happens to be an important phase because it involves development o f large 
number o f constraints and design decisions that affect the design. The next phase is 
the investigation o f the different processes that match the design requirements. 
They developed a prototype for experimentation and verification. The successful 
design could be then studied in greater detail. The detailed design phase integrates 
all previous efforts into a set o f drawings, specifications and procedures. The 
application o f the rules and development o f the product can be visualized through 
graphical interface programs for computer aided design. Therefore, reduces the 
probability o f error resulting from omission or misunderstanding o f requirements
7is reduced. An automated design process facilitates the interaction o f different dis­
ciplines and communication o f inputs and design revisions, and development of 
more simplified product.
Smithers and Troxell (1990) presented a methodology for studying and 
understanding the process o f design. They also present the background to and the 
development o f the computational search, which is a main topic in artificial intelli­
gence research. The computational search is based on the hypothesis put forward 
by Newell and Simon. The strong version of that hypothesis states that “a// goal 
oriented symbolic activity occurs in the problem space". In a computational search 
design process, a problem space is defined with an initial state and a goal state. 
There are two ways o f defining the goal state or states. One is to define the actual 
problem space configuration, an extensional definition. The other is to define the 
properties it must have or the conditions it must satisfy, an intensional definition.
Initial State Goal State
FIGURE 1. Computational search in a design process
According to this model, intelligent behavior is engendered by a process which 
finds a series o f problem space operators that transform the initial state into the 
goal state.
By representing computational search as shown in Figure 1, we see that 
its result is a path from the start state to the goal state and the goal state, and that 
for such a state to be found, the start state and goal state must be completely 
defined a priori.
An alternate to that process is the design exploration model for the design 
process. An essential part o f the design process involves discovering the structure 
of the problem. It is not a process which starts with a well defined goal or a well 
defined problem space (rather an ill-structured problem which requires continuous 
redefinition is typical). The exploration model thus involves understanding the 
structure o f the problem. This is achieved by exploring the space o f possible 
designs, in the problem space to discover its inherent structure. It is this inherent 
structure which forms the basis form which additional constraints can be identi­
fied. The structure o f the problem space directly reflects the kinds o f problem that 
can be described, and this in turn reflects the kind of solutions that are possible. 
The nature of the design task is analysis through the synthesis o f the possible solu­
tions, which is not driven by a well specified predefined goals. It is open ended and 
exploratory. It is noticed that the design process is more o f an exploratory process 
than a computational search process.
9It is argued by Gero and Rosenman (1989) that design is not a logical 
process, or a deductive process. It is trying to find the appropriate solution to suit 
the given functional requirements and the surrounding environment. It starts with 
the results required and uses the resources (constraints) and the available knowl­
edge to arrive at a description o f an artifact which will produce results. The design 
process presented by Gero and Rosenman (1989) move over the function to the 
structure, designers have to carry the following steps:
• Understand the problem and formulate its function and behaviors. This 
involves the decomposition o f goals to operational objectives in the forms of 
criteria or constraints.
• Arrive at a satisfactory structure o f design from which structure to select.
• Select satisfactory structure of elements.
• Configure the structure.
• Select among the competing solutions
This exhibits the possible structures o f design, the possibility o f new and 
more appropriate design for the system. Prototypes are the best way o f represent­
ing appropriate design concepts and knowledge. It helps in the development o f an 
innovative and creative design.
Constraints form an important part o f the problem space to arrive at a 
solution. Watton and Rinderle in their paper “Identifying reformulations o f  
mechanical parametric design constraints ” discuss how the constraints can be
10
reformulated to reduce the complexity o f the problem. The right variables o f repre­
sentation can affect the nature o f the coupling structure, the degree and nature o f  
the non-linearites present, and other factors such as number o f variables in the 
model and the degree o f monotonicities. These factors can contribute to ease the 
difficulty o f several design and analysis procedures including numerical solutions, 
the decomposition o f solutions, and reformulation of the parameters. The new 
parameters maintain the physical meaning for the design problem. The resulting 
structure o f the design expressions is less complex and less coupled. The method 
to insure the new parameters depends on the spatial proximity or component prox­
imity considerations. The successful approach to dimensional analysis is the prin­
ciple o f similitude, i.e. the two systems will exhibit similar behavior if  geometric, 
dynamic and kinematic similarity is maintained, thus non-dimensionalizing the 
parameters.
The basis set o f the successful reformulations to be formed from a large 
number of new parameters can be generated by combinatorial algorithm  and the 
incremental heuristic. The combinatorial algorithm evaluates all the basis sets 
which can be constructed from some combination o f the available parameters. The 
computational expense of this method depends on the total number o f variables 
generated which depend on the number o f variables in the original formulation. 
This method can be used for small problems, as a benchmark against the other 
methods. But it becomes impractical for most realistic design problems since the
11
number of proposed basis sets increases significantly. The incremental heuristic is 
a method of focussing the search for basis sets that lead to improved formulations. 
The heuristic involves replacing one o f the original members o f a basis set with 
new parameters to form a new basis set. This incremental heuristic method does 
not explore combinations, but it offers improvements in design. It is noticed that 
the two methods are the best methods of reformulation. It would be difficult for a 
human to tackle reformulation when there are large number o f variables. The 
human would take advantage of being guided by the nature and structure o f con­
straints.
Human experts perform the task o f design in two phases, first qualita­
tively and then quantitatively in a hierarchical fashion. Anastasios Dimitropoulos 
in his paper “Deriving a construct from  site specific data: A knowledge level anal­
ysis ” makes two contributions. Earlier practice has been to consider the knowledge 
which is appropriate to carry out an intelligent process before fleshing it out by 
means of an implemented program. The authors first contribution has been a 
knowledge level specification of the task prior to considering symbol level imple­
mentation. This is important because expert systems have been defined as mostly 
symbolic processors. The second contribution has been the conclusion that addi­
tional qualitative sciences are needed for an engineering task.
Currently design documentations rarely record the designer’s decision 
process. “Acquiring design knowledge through design decision justification" by
12
Dimitropoulos describes an effort to improve the documentation to capture the 
rationale during design process. Design documents are written records intended to 
provide information about the design. It is developed to answer certain kinds o f  
questions relevant to subsequent engineering activities. A model has been imple­
mented called ADD (Augmenting Design Documentation). The model has three 
modules the user interface, the interface for recording and retrieving information, 
and finally the designer’s statergy, which incoiporates the designers perspective of  
viewing the problem.
Knowledge Retrieval
Knowledge Acquisition
Apprentice
Interface
FIGURE 2. Expert model for Documentation 
Figure 2 shows the interface between the aprentice(user) and the designer 
for the development o f the documentation. The user will be able to look at the 
entire description of the concepts involved in the system and modify the concepts 
by updating the knowledge base. By integrating the design information and ratio-
13
nale an intelligent document can be produced.
There has been a lot of research done as how to decide upon the appropri­
ate design processes. Different methods are being developed to exploit the differ­
ent resources. Design of a system is the preliminary and initial stages to produce a 
system useful to the environment. Research has been done in different modules of 
the design system, e.g., decision making, the documentation process and the con­
straints o f the system that add up to the complexity o f designing power plant sys­
tems.
One o f the objectives o f this work is to relate the issues discussed in the 
literature to the power plant design. Also, to develop a highly interactive prototype 
knowledge base to emulate the expert designer. The domain expert will be able to 
interact with knowledge base expert and update the knowledge base in real time to 
improve the design.
Power plants are composed of many different components, the piping 
network, the pumping system, the cooling system, the power generating unit. A 
knowledge base has developed to calculate or estimate the pumping size, the pres­
sure head, the amount of heat be transferred, and the total cost o f the power plant. 
Thus the effort is to input a set o f parameters to the system to get an output o f the 
cost and specifications of the individual components which make up the system. 
This knowledge base interacts with the end user or the operator, and enables him to
14
visualize the design configuration and perform parametric studies o f input parame­
ters. G2 (an expert system shell developed Gensym Corporation) was used to cre­
ate the knowledge base. The knowledge base has the flexibility o f integrating new 
knowledge with the present knowledge.
CHAPTER II
DESIGN PROCESS
2.1 DESIGN METHODOLOGY
Design o f a system is a complex and highly heuristic activity. Research 
has been conducted on various aspects of engineering design, e.g., decision mak­
ing, the documentation process, and constraints development.
The main objective o f this work has been in designing and developing 
an interactive and real time expert system for the automation of the design o f a 
heat transfer subsystems. Parameters affecting the overall design and system per­
formance are studied, e.g., configuration of components, design construction, the 
communication model, and documentation.
Power plants are composed of many different components including 
the piping network, the pumping system, the cooling system and the power gener­
15
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ating unit. During the automated design process the various subsystems are 
selected, a numerical code has been developed to calculate the parameters affect­
ing the power plant subsystems, such as pumping size, the pressure head, the 
amount of heat to be transferred, and the total cost of the power plant. Each set rep­
resenting a design configuration is evaluated against performance criteria to rank 
the design. For a given set o f input parameters the knowledge base interfaces with 
numerical code to retrieve data for the variables and parameters to enable the user 
to visualize the system
2.2 DESIGN PROCEDURE
Power plant design is a demanding and rewarding task that involves dif­
ferent disciplines o f the engineering including, mechanical, electrical, civil, chem­
ical, petroleum, and nuclear. Steam power plants are the major electrical power 
generating and process source throughout the world. The power plant comprises of 
different subsystems including the piping network, the pumping system and the 
heat exchange system. The focus o f this project is to automate design o f a heat 
transfer subsystems for a given set o f requirements and constraints. The automated 
design system includes a highly interactive knowledge base including knowledge 
about the heat transfer subsystem. Power plants are capital intensive, i.e., they 
require large amounts o f capital for the construction. Because the construction
17
project involves huge investments, the optimum design of the power plant must be 
accomplished during the design cycle. Other factors affecting the design of the 
system include the total output of the power plant, the pressure and temperature 
levels in the power system, the amount o f heat to be removed by the heat exchange 
system, the material used by the sub components, and the capacity o f the pumping 
system.
Figure 3 shows a logical flow chart for system design o f the power 
plants. The design process is divided into several sub tasks. In the design task 
block, the design goals are defined. In our work, the goal is to design a power plant 
subsystem, for a given set of requirements and constraints. Once the problem is 
posed, the description o f the problem must be analyzed. This will reduce the possi­
bility o f defining an ill-structured problem. Design requirements and constraints 
may include the total cost o f the power plant, the output power o f the system, the 
size o f the unit, the energy source (coal, gas, oil, or nuclear). If we have a well 
defined goal and all necessary information in the problem space, it can be catego­
rized as an intensional problem.
In the requirements block, the constraints to the given problem space is 
defined.
18
Design Task
;>■ 1\
Requirements
sisM \
Preliminary design
1
♦ -x
y------ - --------------- - ........................................................  - ....... - .31
Experimental testing
.  ... ' f
Detailed design
FIGURE 3. The System Design process
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The constraints can be classified into two types. The constraints that 
can be quantitatively defined are considered as hard constraints, e.g., the cost o f  
the plant, the size of the unit, the location of the plant, the specifications or the siz­
ing o f the pump, and the pipe materials and dimensions constraints can be speci­
fied in terms of allowable ranges or maximum or minimum allowable values. 
Criteria (i.e., constraints that are difficult to express or hard to quantify) such as 
ease o f operation and simplicity of design are considered to be soft and need to be 
included in the complete set o f constraints. The problem space is constrained by 
considering only the subsystem modules in heat transfer subsystem including the 
piping network, the pumping system, the heat exchange system. The pressure drop 
across the heat exchanger is a significant fraction o f the total pumping power. Thus 
we must select a pump that would be able to overcome the overall pressure drop. 
This in turn can be achieved by selecting a large pump or set o f smaller pumps in 
parallel connection in consensus with the plant layout and the location. The pump­
ing subsystem configuration will impact the overall design goals and should be 
optimized before it is integrated into an overall system design. The size o f the heat 
exchanger, the diameter o f the tubes, the number o f tubes, the shell diameter and 
the amount o f the heat to be removed also affect the system design to a greater 
extent. The factors should be optimized to fit into the design criteria. Thus the sig­
nificant parameters to the given problem space can be summarized as follows:
• The site and layout o f the system.
20
• The cost o f the system.
• The operating pressures and temperatures.
• The overall pressure drop across the system.
• The heat load on the system.
• The Reservoirs:
Cross sectional area o f the reservoirs.
Volume of the reservoirs.
The material o f the reservoirs.
The fluid properties.
• The Exchanger:
The amount o f heat to be removed.
The length o f the exchanger.
The number of tubes in the exchanger.
The dimensions o f the exchanger.
• The Piping network:
The length o f the tubes.
The pressure drop across the network.
The diameter of the connecting pipes.
Reformulation of the constraints reduces the number of interrelated variables.
The next step is to explore the different possible configurations, 
(we call this phase the design exploration methods phase). One method to explore
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different configurations is the computational method proposed by Newell and 
Simon. This method has been discussed in detail in the literature review section. In 
his model he assumes a goal which can lead to an ill structured problem. Where as 
we choose a predefined goal. After the different configurations are explored, the 
next stage is the preliminary design. In this block the different configurations that 
have been explored are investigated for feasibility and a preliminary design, which 
satisfies the predefined goal and given set of requirements is chosen. This 
improves the quality of design. The improved design has to be tested by prototype 
testing.
A prototype represents the functional properties, expected behavior, the 
relationship to any other prototypes necessary and the knowledge o f the design 
parameters. It is a model of the design in a smaller scale. Once the prototype is set 
and working, any changes to the design can be made, if  the results (from prototype 
testing) are not satisfactory, then the preliminary design configuration can be 
changed and tested again. Having accomplished of the different stages o f system  
design process, the next step is to study the selected design in greater detail. The 
next stage is the execution of the system design.
We can relate our problem space to the system design process (figure 3). 
The constraints o f the problem space are defined, the next stage o f design process 
is the preliminary design block. The block is divided into two main activities. The 
numerical analysis and the heuristic analysis. In the numerical analysis, the design
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problem is viewed deterministically. Each analysis activity can be treated as a 
block for visualization (figure 4). The details and developments o f the numerical 
block are discussed in greater detail in the next section. In the heuristic analysis, 
the domain expert focuses on the results obtained from the numerical analysis and 
the knowledge engineer concentrates his attention to the development o f the 
knowledge base. He develops the rule based expert system in consensus with the 
domain expert. The expert block deals with the developments o f the knowledge 
base, the rules and the procedures. The heuristic analysis in this work relates to the 
development o f the knowledge base, the rules and the procedures in the knowledge 
base. This topic is discussed in greater detail in the next two chapters.
The Numerical block:
The numerical block has the several layers. The first layer consists of 
input parameters, parameter ranges, and design specifications. The second layer is 
divided into four modules: the Rankine module, the heat exchanger module, the 
piping module, and the pump module. From the available input parameters and the 
design considerations, we consider a steam power plant working on the Rankine 
cycle.
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Rankine Piping Heat
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Pumping
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Goal
Optimum Design
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FIGURE 4. Block Visualization
2.2.1 Rankine Module
The thermodynamic cycle used in this work is the widely used Rankine 
cycle for steam power plants. In the Rankine module, we evaluate the heat balance 
of the various components and subsystems. It is a modification o f the ideal Carnot 
cycle. The ideal Rankine steam power cycle consists of
• Isentropic compression of saturated liquid in a pump.
• Constant pressure heat addition in a boiler.
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• Isentropic expansion in a turbine.
• Constant pressure heat removal in a condenser.
o u tTurbine
Boiler
- 4
'ou t
Compressor
W-VYin
Pump
FIGURE 5(a). Schematic o f the Rankine cycle 
The cycle is presented schematically and on a T- s diagram in Figures 
5(a) and 5(b). The heat transfer to the fluid in the boiler is represented on the T-s 
diagram by the area enclosed by states 2-2 -3-b-a-2. The area enclosed by states 1- 
4-b-a-l then represents the heat removed from the fluid in the condenser. Hence 
the net work done is represented by the difference in the areas for the heat input 
and heat rejection, i.e., areal-2-2’-3 -4-1. The thermal efficiency for the cycle is 
defined as:
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i
FIGURE 5(b). The Rankine steam cycle 
The isentropic pump work can be computed from the steady-flow mechanical- 
work equation:
= /’2 - V
or
Wpump= V f V i - P x ) *  s l= s2 
where, Vt- is the saturated -liquid specific volume at state 1. 
The heat input, the isentropic work output from the turbine, and the heat rejection
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in the condenser, are
Q t u r b i n e  =  ^3 -  ^2 ’ ^3  =  ^ 2>
^ t u r b i n e  =  ^3  -  ^ 4  > S3 =  s4 ’
Q condenser  =  ^4  ~  ^  1 > ^*4 =  ^1 •
The thermal efficiency o f Rankine cycle is written as:
WT ~ Wn Vi3 - h 4) - V f ( P2 - P x)
^th ~ O ~ h - hin 3 2
Thus we can evaluate the energy balance in the cycle and estimate the amount of 
work to be done by the pump to deliver the required amount o f power.
2.2.2 The Piping Module
In the piping module, the sizing of the piping network is evaluated. The 
total pressure drop across the piping system and the length o f the network is com­
puted. For a given mass flow rate the velocity can be evaluated from the following 
formula:
Air = p AV
The pressure drop across the piping network depends on the flow regime o f the liq­
uid within the pipes, (i.e., laminar or turbulent). The flow regime can be deter-
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mined by the Reynold’s number, which is defined as:
ReJ ~ |i ’
where
p = The density o f the flu id ,
V = Velocity of the fluid,
D = The diameter of the piping network, and 
p. = The kinematic Viscosity o f the fluid.
Then the friction factor for laminar flow is given as:
f =  (0.079 x  ( R e / 25) )  .
Then we evaluate the pressure drop across the piping network for the given length 
and diameter. For laminar flows where (Re < 2000) the following equation accord­
ing to piping handbook is valid:
D~
For flows where Red > 5*105, the flow is turbulent and the following equation 
holds:
0.158 x  R ed x  \xlV
A P =
D~
After the pressure drop across the piping network is calculated, we move to the 
heat exchanger module.
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2.2.3 Heat Exchanger Module
A heat exchanger is used in power plants to remove heat from the hot 
flow side to a colder fluid side such as circulating water. The design aims at mini­
mum cost; balancing the cost o f pumping the fluids, and the initial cost o f the 
exchanger. Thus in the heat module, different parameters o f the heat exchanger are 
evaluated, e.g., the amount of heat to be transferred by the fluid. Here a shell and 
tube exchanger is considered. It is the most basic and versatile type o f heat 
exchanger with a bundle o f tubes housed in a cylindrical shell. O f the two types of 
flows, the parallel flow and counter flow, according to the heat exchanger hand­
book the counter flow is more effective. As there is more transfer o f heat in the 
opposing direction. The amount of heat to be transferred is given by 
Q = UAAT,
where Q is the amount of heat to be transferred, U is the overall heat transfer coef­
ficient, and AT is the logarithmic mean temperature difference o f the heat 
exchanger given by:
((77;,. -  Tca) -  ( Tho - T Ci) )
LM TD  = -------- 7— Th. - T c
In
where,
Th; = In e^t temperature o f the hot fluid,
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Th0 = Outlet temperature of the hot fluid,
To, =Inlet temperature of the cold fluid, and 
Tc0 = Outlet temperature o f the cold fluid.
The overall heat transfer coefficient of the heat exchanger depends on the heat 
transfer coefficient o f the cold fluid, the heat transfer coefficient o f the hot fluid, 
and the conductivity of the material:
A
-  A  /  \
Ai 2 nL
+ "77~ In
r o 1
+U h 11 K wL 1C
where U is the Overall heat transfer coefficient,
A = The Surface Area,
L= The length of the exchanger, 
hh = Heat transfer coefficient o f the hot fluid, 
hc = Heat transfer coefficient o f the cold fluid, and 
Kw = The conductivity o f the material.
The heat transfer correlation for the fluids under heating or cooling 
conditions for design puiposes is expressed as:
Nux = C x  (Red)"'  X  ( P r ) " X  / ,
where C and m are constants m=0.7 to 0.9 fitting a given data set. 
n is a constant varying between 0.33 and 0.7.
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In order to force liquids through the pipes pumping power is required, which is 
proportional to the pressure drop for the given flow rate. The fluid is fully devel­
oped by the time the fluid enters the heat exchanger, the Hagen-Poiseuille law in a 
form generalized for laminar How holds good:
In AT
m r \M L  
7tp D
where K is the diameter ratio for the annuli.
For fully turbulent flow the equation below holds good:
i 2 8 M 2L
(1 - I < ) - ( l  + K)  Ap  = ~2  I f ,
K p D
where f  is the friction factor,
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/  = n— for laminar flow, and 
K ed
f =  (1.82V?ef/-  1.64) 2 0 for turbulent flow.
After evaluating the friction factor and the pressure drop depending on the type o f  
flow the next step is to calculate the Nusselts number. For fully developed laminar 
flow the Nusselts number is given by
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Nu = 3.66 + 1 I K '", where m ranges from -0.8 to 1.0. 
The appropriate formula for turbulent regime (Red > 5000) is
where Dh is the hydraulic diameter and is given as:
£  _  4 x Cross Sectional Area 
,l ~ Welted Perimeter
With the knowledge o f the Nusselts number the heat transfer co-efficient can be
easily evaluated from,
where k is the conductivity of the material. The heat transfer co-efficient for the 
shell side and tube side o f the exchanger (and thus the overall heat transfer) can be 
calculated.
2.2.4 Pumping Module
Nu = B
Once the pressure drop across the piping network and the heat 
exchanger is evaluated, a pump with sufficient capacity must be selected to over­
come the overall pressure drop. The pumping power for a given mass flow rate and
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density is proportional to the pressure drop across the elements:
W
pump  p  ’
where A p i s  the total pressure drop across the heat exchanger and the 
piping network. The selection o f the pump class and type is further influenced by 
the system layout, fluid characteristics, and cost.
Constant-speed reciprocating pumps are suitable for applications where the 
required capacity is expected to be constant for large head variations. Rotary 
pumps are limited to low and medium pressure ranges. Centrifugal pumps are 
often used for variable head and variable capacity ranges. They are generally used 
for medium to high pressure ranges. Centrifugal pumps are suitable for clean and 
clear fluids only where as rotary pumps are suitable for use with viscous fluids.
2.2.5 Cost Analysis module
To calculate the total cost of the heat transfer loop we have consid­
ered the cost o f the piping system, the cost o f the heat exchanger, the cost o f the 
pumping system.The cost for each module is mainly o f two types: Investment 
costs, Operational Costs
The Investment costs include the cost o f the elements, the cost of  
the material, the cost o f fittings (screws, gaskets, etc.), where as the operational
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costs include the cost o f electricity, the maintenance cost. Therefore the total cost 
can be calculated from the following formula:
Total cost = Cost o f the piping + Cost o f the Exchanger + Cost o f the pump.
The obtained cost estimate is then compared with the initial objectives. If the 
design is within the requirements then the design is subjected to further detailed 
study and an optimum design is produced. Otherwise, the design is returned to the 
input parameters block. A new set o f parameters are given to the problem and the 
process is continued till the design parameters match with the design objective of 
the problem.
A flow chart for the given problem space is shown below:
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FIGURE 6. Flow chart o f the Numerical model
CHAPTER III
EXPERT SYSTEMS
Expert systems are capable of offering heuristic solutions to specific 
problems at a level comparable to that of the experts. Building an Expert system  
for a specific application domain is known as knowledge engineering. The success 
of Expert system results mainly from their capability in representing heuristic 
knowledge and techniques. Expert systems can offer solutions based on the avail­
able knowledge (which may be incomplete) and offer the possibility for integrating 
new knowledge with present knowledge in a flexible manner.
An expert system comprises o f the following essential components:
• A knowledge base capturing the domain-specific knowledge
• An inference engine consisting of algorithms for manipulating the knowledge 
represented in the knowledge base.
• A user interface which facilitates interactions with the end user and the infer-
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ence engine in the expert system.
End User
User Interface
i
Inference
Engine Interpreter
Scheduler
Knowledge Base
FIGURE 7. Global representation of an expert system  
The user interface module receives queries and requests from the opera­
tor or user, it activates the appropriate actions and returns the results back to the 
client.
The inference engine reasons the current state of the application, and 
communicates with the end user or operator based on the information inferred. The 
inference engine has two main components:
• The scheduler
• The interpreter.
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The scheduler chooses or selects the necessary rules by examining the 
priorities and statergies for rule selection, for the rule interpreter, while the inter­
preter deciphers the result of the query.
In the knowledge base module of the expert system, the information for 
the particular application is stored. The knowledge can be stored in the system in 
the form of rules, procedures, objects and their attributes. The Knowledge engineer 
builds the knowledge base with the acquired knowledge from the domain expert. 
The knowledge base plays a vital role in the expert system module. The knowledge 
base must have sufficient information then it will not be able to provide satisfac­
tory solutions to the end operator. Since the knowledge acquisition is an important 
process, there has to be good communication and co-operation between the knowl­
edge engineer and the domain expert to build an efficient and robust knowledge 
base.
The Communication model put forth by Morse and Hendrickson (1990) 
is applied to our problem space in developing the design knowledge base. The 
model has a domain expert who extracts the knowledge base from the different 
experts through the arbiter. The Individual design experts for the design o f the 
power plant would include a Power plant expert, a structural expert, a nuclear 
expert, a civil expert, a computer expert, and a environmental expert. Since each 
expert is narrowly focused he would view the problem space with his own per­
spective without the knowledge of how his decision would affect the overall
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design. For example, a structural design expert might interpret a design goal of  
cost-minimization in terms of providing the lightest structural frame for housing 
the power plant components with limited understanding of the component weights 
and the impacts this design decision might have on other interfacing disciplines. A 
nuclear engineer may propose a design which may generate radioactive waste, and 
come into conflict with the environmental expert. The power plant expert may feel 
a steam power plant may be more appropriate than a nuclear power plant. All these 
conflicts cause hinderance in achieving the design goal.
Domain Expert
Arbiter
Computer
Nuclear
Materials
Power Plant
Structure
Environmental
Knowledge
Engineer
Expert System
FIGURE 8. Conceptual design o f the Communication model
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The communication model tor the power plant system can be conceptualized as 
shown in the figure 8.
The introduction of an arbiter reduces any type of misconception and 
improves a more healthy and congenial environment among the Experts. Also 
enhancing the flow of different ideas during the design process. Thus the goal of 
the power plant system is to design a optimal power plant system that will have the 
lowest production cost and simultaneously have an acceptable geometric configu­
ration. Thus the objective function regarding this problem is the total cost of the 
system in consensus with the component topology.
CHAPTER IV
G2 EXPERT TOOL
G2 is a tool for developing and running real time expert systems for 
complex applications that require continuous monitoring. In our project, we have 
used G2 developed by the Gensym Corporation to design and develop the Knowl­
edge base for the design of the heat transfer subsystems. G2 is equipped with the 
following components:
• User interface
• Icon editor
• Inference engine
• G2 simulator
The G2 architecture can be illustrated in figure 10 shown below.
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FIGURE 9. G2 Architecture
User Interface
G2 provides a window based user interface that makes the different 
options easily accessible as selections from menus. It also provides predefined 
objects that enable the knowledge engineer to build an end user interface e.g., the 
message board to send warning signals to the operator when the application is run­
ning, dialog boxes, and action buttons). Most of the interaction can be done by the 
use of the mouse. For instance, if the operator clicks on the delete workspace menu
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button. G2 displays a dialog box to inform the operator knows o f that action.
The Real-Time Inference Engine
The real-time inference engine reasons out the current state of the appli­
cation and communicates with the end user or initiates other activities upon what 
has been inferred. When the operator initiates a query, the inference engine oper­
ates on the knowledge base, and scans, invokes, and focuses the necessary rules. 
The Inference engine uses two types of chaining to invoke the rules and proce­
dures in the knowledge base.
Backward Chaining:
If the value o f the variable is not given by a value or formula, then the 
inference assumes the value and finds the path to support its assumption. Back­
ward chaining is also known as goal driven reasoning. In backward chaining we 
start with a desired conclusion and by examining the rules attempt to find a chain 
of inferences to establish a link between the known facts and the goal.
Forward Chaining:
Forward chaining invokes a rule if the antecedent is satisfied. The activ­
ity of forward chaining is a form of deductive reasoning. The inference engine uses 
forward chaining to initiate actions from the conclusions drawn from other rules.
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In G2, the inference engine uses forward chaining by default.
Depth first and breadth first search are used regardless o f the type of chaining or 
reasoning.
The Depth first search:
In the depth first search, the engine invokes rules with highest prece­
dence. It then invokes rules with lower precedence, if no value has been obtained 
from the higher one. Depth first search allows you to determine the exact order in 
which the rules will be tried.
Stage II
Stage I
FIGURE 10(a) The depth first search in the inference tree
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The Breadth first search
In breadth first search, the search is carried out along the breadth of the tree, as we 
proceed along the depth. Here each stage is invoked to obtain the value of the vari­
able. This eliminates needless work.
Stage II
Stage I
FIGURE 10(b) The breadth first search in the inference tree
Scheduler:
The scheduler is a part o f the inference engine. It determines the order in 
which processing takes place, interfaces with data servers and users, executes pro­
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cesses, and communicates with other processes over networks. The scheduler 
schedules and performs tasks at a specified time. It receives input and sends output 
to the user interfaces o f the users logged on to G2.
G2 Simulator
G2 has a special kind of data server used for real time simulations. The 
G2 simulator provides simulated values of the variable and parameters. This 
enables the user to test the knowledge base, and run simulations parallel with the 
working process. G2 Simulator enables the designer to expand the created proto­
types and update the knowledge base without much difficulty.
With the help o f G2, the knowledge engineer can develop a knowledge base or 
knowledge libraries with the information acquired from the domain expert. G2 is 
very versatile. We can load and run different applications without changing the 
inference engine or the G2 simulator.
CHAPTER V
DEVELOPMENT OF THE KNOWLEDGE
BASE
The knowledge base is developed by the knowledge engineer. He 
extracts the required domain knowledge form the domain experts, and translates 
that information into a format suitable for the inference engine. Experts conduct 
trail consultations to verify if the knowledge base. They examine whether the 
style of reasoning and problem solving approach.
To build a knowledge system, a special form of interaction between 
the knowledge engineer and the domain expert must take place. The knowledge 
engineer formulates the frame work for the knowledge base and refers to the 
domain expert with queries and problems. The domain expert answers the ques­
tions and provides solutions to problems posed by the knowledge engineer. The
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two groups must work as a team to create the knowledge base useful to the end 
user or operator. A block diagram can be conceptualized as show in the figure 11. 
In this work we use systems approach to engineering design, which is a logical and 
rigorous methodology in the design of large scale human engineered systems. The 
design of the overall systems is broken into subsystems and sub-subsystems until a 
trade-off analysis is possible. At the lowest level, components or subsystems can 
be selected from components catalogs based on heuristic knowledge.
Knowledge
Engineer
Domain Expert
n.
FIGURE 11 Schematic showing the expert system loop 
The first step in developing a knowledge base is to build the item hier­
archy. Each class in the item has a set of attributes and subclasses, each of the 
classes may have their own specific attributes in addition to the ones inherited 
from its superior class. The item hierarchy can be depicted as shown in the
OBJECT SUB CLASS ATTRIBUTES
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
CONTAINER
PUMP
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TANK
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PUMP
FIGURE 12(a). Class hierarchy
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FIGURE 12(b). Class hierarchy (continued)
figures 12(a), 12(b). The next step is to create the objects of each 
class, and the icons representing each object. G2 has a built in icon editor which 
allows one to create icons with a graphic tool box and converts it into graphic 
description, thereby allowing the user to build graphically rather than textually. 
The iconic visualization of the system adds versatility to the knowledge base, 
enhances understanding, and simulates new techniques and ideas.
The attributes of the objects are entered. Some of the attributes for the subclasses 
are inherited from the main class. The connecting pipes can be defined as a con­
nection class. In this class, we have to define the type of connection as orthogonal 
and the cross section pattern of the flow pipe. While creating the icon for the object 
class, we can create the icon in layers. This enables us to change the color of differ­
ent regions by invoking the appropriate rules.
The attributes of the objects are of three types: variables, parameters, and 
constants. Variables simplify the knowledge base development and maintenance. 
Variables are updated during every simulation. Generally, inflow of the compo­
nent, the outflow, and volume are considered as variables. Attributes such as 
length, area, and height that have fixed values are treated as constants. Flow rate, 
number o f tubes in the exchanger, etc., are treated as parameters. The value of 
parameters never expires (i.e., they always have a value). The variables and 
parameters can be simulated (i.e., they can receive their value from the inference 
engine or from the G2 simulator.
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FIGURE 13. Workspace showing the definition classes
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Figure 14(a) and 14(b) shows a workspace with action buttons, 
which when clicked display’s the respective workspaces. After creating the object 
icons and defining the variables and parameters, the model of the application can 
be created by placing objects on the workspace and connecting them to show their 
relationships. The result is a schematic diagram of the application as shown in the 
figure 15. Figure 15 shows the schematic of the power plant system, and the figure 
16 shows the schematic of the cooling unit of the power plant system.The next step 
is to create the initial rules, the simulation rules and the warning rules, and the 
color simulation rules to visualize better the simulated system performance.
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FIGURE 14(a). Workspace showing different workspace
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FIGURE 14(b) W orkspace displaying the panel board
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FIGURE 15. Workspace showing the Schematic o f  the Power Plant
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A
LEVEL-OF-TANK
for any level-of-tank Ic if the container that 
is attached-for-level-indicaion-to Ic does 
not exist then delete Ic
ATTACHED-FOR-LEVEL-INDICAION-TO
whenever the level L of any tank T receives 
a value and when the level-of-tank that is 
attached-for-level-indicaion-to T does not 
exist then in order create a level-of-tank 
Ic and conclude that Ic is attached-for- 
level-indicaion-to T and transfer Ic to the 
workspace of T and move Ic to (the 
icon-x-position of T, 110)
whenever the level L of inlet-tank receives 
a value and when the level-of-tank Ic that 
is attached-for-level-indicaion-to inlet-tank 
exists then move Ic to (the icon-x- 
position of inlet-tank,max(the icon-y- 
position of inlet-tank - 0.5 * the icon- 
height H of inlet-tank +10 ,max(the icon- 
y-position of inlet-tank - 0.5*h+5,the icon- 
y-position of inlet-tank - 0.5* H +5 +(L 
/0.5) * the level of inlet-tank)))
whenever the level L of outlet-tank receives 
a value and when the level-of-tank Ic that 
is attached-for-level-indicaion-to outlet- 
tank exists then move Ic to (the icon-x- 
position of outlet-tank ,max(the icon-y- 
position of outlet-tank - 0.5 * the icon- 
height H of outlet-tank +10 ,max(the icon- 
y-position of outlet-tank - 0.5*h+5,the 
icon-y-position of outlet-tank - 0.5* H +5 
+(L /0.5 ) * the level of outlet-tank)))
FIGURE 18. Sample container simulation rules.
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( Hd. )
lor any u m  R whenever the volume V of R 
h c i i v n  a  value then in order change the 
ineide empe-coior of every p p e  
connected to R to ( If V > SO then the 
eymoot blue elae the eymbol white)
If the volume of Inlet-tart <■ 2000 then in 
order conclude that the off-on-ewneh of 
p i m 1 and change the inede ctrtpe-cotor 
of every pipe to the eymbol blue
If the volume of outlet-tank <■ 500 then in 
order change the ineide esipe-coior of 
every pipe connected a t the Input of 
oulet-tank to  rod
if the volume of ouf et-tank <■ 500 then in 
order change the ineide etripe-coior of 
every pipe connected a t the output of v- 
t to red
If the volume of outlet-tank «■ 500 then m 
order change the ineide etnpe-ccior of 
every pipe connected at the Input of v-1 
to red
if the volume of Inlet-tank <* 2000 then 
conclude that the off-on-emtch of p t » f
Container Simulation Jfcomainer-coior-rulee
if the volume of outlet-tank «* 500 then in 
order change the im lde aaipe-coior of 
every pipe connected a t the Input of pp- 
1 to  red
If the volume of outlet-tank <■ 500 then In 
order change the Imkte stipe-color of 
every pipe connected a! the ou*art of 
Inlet-tank to red
If the volume of oulet-tank <■ 500 then in 
order change the ineide etnpe-colcr of 
every pipe connected a t the output of 
pp-1 to red
tf pow er-ohput <■ 50 and power-ouput >■ 
25 then In order change the tube icon- 
color of fvez4 to  red and inform the 
operator that T h e  Power dem and i t  
reduced  to thut down H-E*4 
exchanger unit* and change the Inwde 
ew pe-cotcr of every pipe connected to 
h-ex4 to  red
if pow er-ouput <■ 20 and power-oumut >»
5 then In order change the aibe loon- 
color of h-ex4 to red end change the 
tube Icon-color of fvex3 to red and 
inform the operator that T h e  Power 
dem and la reduced to 25 Mwatti to  shut 
down H-Ex4 and  H-Ex3 exchanger urate 
to optim ue the eyeiem * and change the 
ineide eatpe-coior of every p p e  
connected to  fvex4 to red and  change 
the Ineide evtpe-cofor of every pipe 
connected to h -ex3 to red
if power-output < 100 then change the 
Ineide atlpe-color of every pipe 
connected to h-ex4 to red
These rules a re  written to change the colors of the 
depending the flow through them and the power 
output of the system .
If power-output ■ 0 then In order conclude 
that the off-on-ewrtch of p i  ■ 0 and 
inform the operator  that 'P teaae  Shut 
Down the Syetem’ and change the 
cdor-panam  of p i eo that off-on ra write 
and change the cotor-panem of p2 eo 
that off-on te white and  change the color- 
pattern of p3 eo that off-on la white and 
change the color-pattem of p4 eo that 
off-on la whrte and  change the cotor- 
panem  of p1 eo that alarm te red and 
change th e  cctor-paaem  of p2 eo that 
alarm te red and change the cotor-panem 
of p3 eo v>at alarm ie red and  change the 
cotor-panem of p4 eo that alarm la red
if pow er-outw t < •  100 and pow er-oueut 
>■ 50 then  in order change the color- 
pattern of p i  ao  that off-on te blue and 
change th e  cotor-panem of p2 eo that 
off-on te blue and change the color- 
pattern of p3 eo  that off-on le blue and 
change the cotor-panem of p4 eo that 
off-on ie blue
If power-ouvwt «■ 60  and  power-ou^ut » •  
25 then in order change the cctor-pahem 
of p4 eo that off-on la red and Inform 
the operator that *8hut down tree pump 
P4 to opflmlzs the eyitem*
If power-output <»25 and power-oulput 
5 then  In order change the coior-panam 
of p i  eo  that off-on le red and change 
the cotor-panem of p4 eo that off-on ie 
red and inform the operator that 'S hu t 
down both the pumpe p i  and  p4 to 
opemixe the eyetem*
FIGURE 19. Equipment color change rules.
CHAPTER VI
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A typical heat transfer subsystem is considered and the numerical 
method developed in this work is applied to arrive at a plausible (and near optimal) 
solution.
The numerical method used was explained in a detail in chapter III. In the model 
design problem we have considered a 100 Mwatts power plant. The operating 
pressures are chosen to be 1 bar and 30 bar.
The design steps are as follow:
• In the Rankine module, we estimate the amount of work done by the pump, the
amount o f heat transferred to the operating fluid in the boiler, and the amount
of heat to be removed by the cooling system (Qout).
• We then estimate the mass flow of the operating fluid into the cooling system.
• With the knowledge o f the heat load (Q out) from the Rankine cycle, and the
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terminal temperatures. The LMTD is calculated.
In the Heat Exchanger module, having known the input diameter, length of the 
tubes and number of tubes. We estimate the velocity of flow in the tubes, and 
the Reynolds number. Depending on the regime of flow i.e., laminar or turbu­
lent, we evaiuate the friction factor, Nusselts number, and the heat transfer 
coefficient in the tube side.
The next step is to calculate the total pressure drop across the tubes caused by 
frictional losses in the tubes, and at the bends.
Considering the angle of arrangement o f tubes is 90 °, the shell outer diameter 
is evaluated, and the flow velocity Reynold’s number, friction factor, and 
Nusselts number is estimated. From the Nusselts number the heat transfer co­
efficient is calculated.
The pressure drop across the shell side is also estimated. The overall heat trans­
fer co-efficient (U) and the heat transfer area can be calculated.
The total pressure drop across the complete network, and the cost of the piping 
material are calculated.
The pumping power required to overcome the total pressure drop across the 
system is calculated in the pumping module, from the total pressure drop 
across the system.
The cost o f electricity to pump the fluid (work done by the pump) is the domi­
nant operating cost. The individual costs of the pump, heat exchanger, and
6 6
piping network are included in the material costs.
• The numerical code is iterated for different number of tubes and different 
cross-sectional areas to determine sensitivity of cost to a specified number of 
tubes, flow rate and dimensions.
• This code is run for three different cases 100 MW, 50 MW, 25 MW. Table 1. 
depicts the values obtained for the different cases:
Table 1:
Power Out­
put in 
(MW)
Heat to be 
Removed in kJ/ 
kg
Flow Rate 
in kg/sec
Pumping 
Power in (W)
5(Fx 2.5 mm 
Number of  
tubes in the 
Exchanger
100 370200.91 144 15098.99 2500
50 168510.50 72 9000.10 1400
25 84255.23 36 5939.90 800
If we plot the total cost of the system as a function of tube diameter, 
Figure 20. We notice that the total cost decreases steadily with the increase in tube 
diameter upto a minimum point and increases again with the increase in tube diam­
eter. This trend can be justified, because the operating cost decreases and the mate­
rial cost increases, with the increase in tube diameter. The operating cost is 
dependent on the pressure drop, as the diameter increases the flow area increases,
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FIGURE 20. Cost of the system as a function of tube diameter.
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hence there is a decrease in the pressure drop across the system. As the tube diam­
eter increase the material cost increases linearly. This is because of the increase in 
the cross-sectional area with the increase in the tube diameter. The material cost is 
depreciated for a time span of 20 years.
We notice a similar trend when we plot the total cost of the system 
as a function of the number of tubes, which is shown in figure 21. Figure 22 and 
24 illustrates the variation in the pumping power and pressure drop as a function 
of number of tubes. A gradual decrease in the pressure drop is noticed as the e 
number of tubes increases. Similar behavior is noticed in pumping power as a 
function of number of tubes (figure 22).
The numerical model was executed for three different power out­
puts, 100 MW, 50 MW, and 25 MW. The power output is assumed to fluctuate as 
show in the figure 25. Figure 26 shows the total cost as a function of tube diameter 
for the different power outputs. We notice that the total cost increases with increase 
in power output, the total cost decreases with increase in the tube diameter up to a 
minimum (optimum level) and increases again. The total cost o f the system 
increases with the increase in power load. Figure 26 and figure 27 show the varia­
tion o f total cost of the system with respect to the number o f tubes, respectively.
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T o t a i  c o s t  
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M a t e r i a l  c o s t
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N u m b e r  o f  t u b e s
FIGURE 21. Cost o f the system as a function o f number o f tubes.
5.0e+05 1.0e+06
Pumping power (W)
1.5e+06
FIGURE 22. Pumping power as a function of number of tubes
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FIGURE 23. Surface plot o f the total cost o f the system.
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FIGURE 24. Pressure drop as a function o f  the number o f tubes.
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FIGURE 26. Total cost as a function o f  tube diameter for different loads
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FIGURE 27. Total cost vs Number o f tubes for different loads
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After creating the model application in G2 as discussed in the pre­
vious chapter, we calculate the optimum design parameters using the numerical 
Algorithm for different power output levels as discussed earlier. We in turn provide 
this information to the knowledge base. By writing appropriate rules and proce­
dures for each action. For a fluctuating load as shown in the figure24. the knowl­
edge base is automated. When the power output is 100 MW, the power plant is in 
full operation. As the demand decreases to 50 MW, G2 invokes the appropriate 
rules and procedures and sends warning signals and messages to the operator to 
shut down some of the pumps, reduce the outflow through the valves. The power 
plant operation at the new level is optimum. When the load decreases, the system 
suggests further operations to reduce the mass flow. The application is designed to 
is send out warning signals to the operator if it encounters any discrepancies dur­
ing the simulated plant operation. This process helps the designer in testing the 
design in a simulated operational environment and to develop operator guidelines. 
The model application can be set up to run on different terminals. This is very 
advantageous since it helps the different experts to view the application individu­
ally. This enable them to work on different Workspaces without any conflict and 
make changes to the application as needed. The application function in three types 
of modes:
The operator mode 
The administrator mode
7 7
The developer mode.
In the operator mode, the use of the application by the operator is 
constrained. The operator or user can only enter the necessary data, view the 
model, or start the application. He cannot move the objects or delete any items in 
the workspace. This reduces the possibility of making any changes or deleting 
objects due to ignorance and negligence in the model. In the developer mode and 
administrator mode the users can create new items and update the knowledge base 
as needed. Figure 27 shows a message board that interacts with the end user. Fig­
ure 28 shows the displays of the heal transfer subsystem in operation i.e., when the 
power output is 100 MW. The amount of heat to be removed at the exchanger is 
proportional the power output. Figure 29 show a graphical display of the flow rate 
as function of the heat load and the pressure drop across the heat exchanger as a 
function of heat load. Figure 30 displays the schematic when, the power out put 
decreases to 25 MW. The heat transfer subsystem shuts down the necessary pumps 
and valves. The read out tables display the simulated values of the variables and 
parameters. Figure 31 displays the simulation of the volume and levels of the inlet 
and outlet reservoirs of the heat transfer subsystem. When the power output 
decreases to 0 MW, G2 is automated such that there is no flow through the pumps 
and heat exchangers. This can be visualized in the figure 32. Figure 33 shows the 
schematic of the details of the heat exchanger for a given heat load.
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FIGURE 29. Heat transfer subsystem in full operation.
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FIGURE 30. The power output curve
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FIGURE 31. Schematic o f the subsystem at 25 MW  power output
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The Volume and Level of the Reservoirs with respect to 
time
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FIGURE 32. Simulation o f the volume o f  the reservoirs
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FIGURE 33. Heat transfer subsystem at 0  MW  power output
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The Heat Exchanger Specifications:
Fluid properties
The density of the fluid: 1000 kg/mA3
The type of flow of the fluid: Cooling water
The Total Flow Rate:
The velocity of How
The Reynolds number of the flow
The regime of flow is:
The total amount of heat removed is:
Shell Side
lltow raH  841.667|
| R«ynotda numlxij 66168.763]
| Ftow-Bagiirnj tuibul«nt|
| h«al- lo«d 17.07*7 I
Length [^]The length of the exchanger is:
The Shell diameter in is: 75
The inlet and out let temperrature in the shell side: | t h -1 1300 | | t h -2 1200
Tube side
The Outer diameter and the width of Tube is: 50* 2.5 
The length of the tubes is: Length [J ]
The number of tubes in the exchanger | N um b«ro iM > «i|500  |
The inlet and out let temperrature in the tube side: | TC-in 120 | lT C -Q ut|40~ |
The m ass flow rate through each tube | Flow r»i» through —ch tub* 11.6B3|
The pressure drop across the exchanger: | Prawura Drop 1102.122 ]
The heat transfer area of the Exchanger: | P rw u ra  Drop 12844.6B2|
FIGURE 34. Schematic showing the exchanger details.
CONCLUSION
In this work, a hybrid system (consisting of a heuristic knowledge 
base and a deterministic numerical algorithm) was developed to automate the 
design of a heat transfer loop. The numerical algorithm was designed and devel­
oped to optimize design parameters including flow rate, the number of heat 
exchanger tubes, pressure drop, and cost. The numerical algorithm was executed 
for three different power outputs 100 MW, 50 MW and 25 MW. Optimal cost was 
achieved when the total number of tubes in the heat exchanger was 1400 for a 
power level of 100 MW, 1000 at 50 MW, and 800 at 25 MW.The specification of 
the tubes being 50 x 2.5 mm and 10 meters in length. We then evaluate the opti­
mum flow rate and pressure drop and other parameters for the step change in 
power demand.
A knowledge base is created using G2 expert system to simulate 
and automate the design. Control systems and operator actions can be investi­
gated. We created a model application by placing the different object icons and 
connecting them to show their relationships. We then input the optimum parame­
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ters obtained from the numerical model in the form of rules and procedures to 
automate the process. When the load is at 100 MW the system is in full operation. 
When the demand is reduced to 50 MW the simulation automatically shuts down 
part of the exchanger units and any necessary pumps, partially (or fully) and closes 
appropriate valves such that the system is operates at optimum performance for the 
given demand. The application is automated such that G2 send warning messages 
to the operator to carry out different actions when it encounter any discrepancies 
during the power plant operation. When there is any mishap in the power plant sys­
tem such as reduction of flow through the pumps or valves, the G2 sends messages 
to the operator to open up the backup reservoir, so that the other components of the 
power system need not be shut down until the problem is rectified.
The use of a knowledge base enables us to capture partial knowl­
edge and skills of an expert. It also has the flexibility of updating the knowledge 
base in course of time and add and new changes to the system, hence it will never 
become obsolete.
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